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Basic Principle of Political  of Political Theory  

 

 

Section A 

(i) Value Free 

(ii) (a) Normative Approach  

(iii) (a) James –I  

(iv) Whereas all other associations are voluntary in character  and can bind the individual 

only.............social grouping that its special nature is to be bound. ( OP Gauba(English)-

pp148, Hindi –pp 119) 

(v) True 

(vi) (a) John Locke 

(vii) (c) Earnest Barker  

(viii) (d)H.J. Laski 

(ix) (a) M.K. Gandhi 

(x) (c) Hobbes  

 

Section B  

 

2.  Students are supposed to describe the scope of  Political Science  and  Political Philosophy, 

Normative Method  .Students should cite the statements of renowned scholars. A graphic 

description is also expected. 

3.  Students are supposed to write the answers in following points: 

.  Historical relationship between Economic and Political Science 

. Examples like Aristotle’s Politics treated economics as the art of managing household, Adam 

Smiths’  ‘Wealth of Nations ‘also embodied political thinking.  

.  Concept of welfare state – a meeting point between Political Science and Economics 

.  Programmes of contemporary state impels a harmony between economics and politics- the 

controls of foreign trade, the adjustment of labour –capital relations etc. 

.  Those who control the economic lever are apt to exert pressure on the operation of the 

governmental machinery.  

.  The contemporary theories like Socialism, communism  influence both- the sphere of economics 

and the sphere of politics.  



. Etc 

4.  Students are supposed to describe the significance in following points: 

• Provided a theoretical justification for the new pattern of human relations necessitated by 

the emergence of the capitalist society. 

•  Contribution towards a democratic society 

• Contribution to the development of modern theory of sovereignty-Austin’s theory of legal 

sovereignty in the writings of Hobbes, political sovereignty – Locke, popular sovereignty – 

Rousseau.   

• Etc. 

5.   Students are supposed to give the answer in following points: 

    . What is sovereignty?    

   .  Importance of sovereignty for a State  

   . Statement  by Max Weber  

    . Examples    

6.  Students are supposed to write the answer in following points: 

 . Meaning   

. Historical Development and   Main Scholars 

. Broad Streams of Feminism  

.  Critical Analysis  

 

7.  Students are supposed to write in brief the thoughts of J.S. Mill,  T.H. Green , L. T. Hobhouse and 

H.J. Laski . 

8.  Students are supposed to write the answer in following points: 

.  Kinship  

. Property 

. Custom 

. Citizenship 

. Critical Analysis  

Statements of scholars. 



9. Students are supposed to write the answer in following points: 

.  It conflicts with the basic idea of democracy  

.  The idea of popular sovereignty is ignored by Austin. 

.  It ignores the influence of electorate. 

.  It does not take into account the whole body of customary Law. 

. Criticism by  Maine 

. The sociological criticism of Austin’s theory 

.  The discovery of sovereignty in a federal state as Lski observes ‘ is practically an impossible 

adventure.  

Etc.  

 


